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PEOPLE’S CHOICE VOTING IS BUY ONE

VOTE GET TWO VOTES- TWO FOR ONE

ENDS ON JANUARY 7, 2024           



Hello Tourism Girl:

Please find enclosed the necessary information, regarding this magical
event.   We are excited for you to enjoy your new and spectacular
journey.

You will be a part of something very different from other pageant events
you may have been involved with in the past.  As a contestant you will
have the opportunity to meet girls and women of all ethnicities, cultures
and backgrounds.  You will have the opportunity to win the coveted,
original,  iconic Miss Tourism Grand Crown, fit for our Queens... as well
other beautiful Miss Tourism awards and prizes. Not to mention the
honor of becoming the new  Miss Tourism Reigning Queens in your age
category.  Other Awards to be given: Miss Tourism Grand Supreme, Miss
Tourism Queen of Queens, Miss Tourism Cover-Girl, Miss Tourism
Peoples Choice, Miss Tourism Role-Model,  International Miss Tourism,  
Miss Tourism Photogenic, Miss Tourism Congeniality and more.

Contestants will embark on a journey to the National Event through
challenges and appearances. Our goal is for you to be the biggest local
celebrity preparing you for bigger and better opportunities to come.

Our staff is working very hard to make the event spectacular for you and
your family. 

Please be sure to read all enclosed materials as there are
deadlines and information you will need to prepare. 

Be sure to look us up on site and social media:
https://www.misstourismpageants.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/officialmisstourismgroup
https://www.instagram.com/miss_tourism_pageants/

I look forward to hopefully having you as a Tourism Girl and seeing your
journey under the Tourism Crown of stars unfold!

Always,
Teri Alexander
Executive Director
Miss Tourism Pageants
ITS In The Spotlight



DEADLINES

April 1, 2024 Registration Fee Due

May 1, 2024 Program Photo and Ads Due

June 1, 2024 Grand Supreme Optionals Due

June 1, 2024 Deadline for Appointed

July 1, 2024 Get ready for Finals

Program Photo and Ads must be 300DPI

Program Photo should be emailed to
info@firstrowproductions@hotmail.com
High Definition 300DPI if you do not
understand, have the photographer send
photo. Deadline April 1, 2024. 

Full Bleed 8.75 X 11.25
Ads Full Page $150
Half Page $100
Business Card $75

PAGEANT DATES:

JULY 12-13-14, 2024 
Nashville, Tennessee

Early Registration 6:00 PM 11th July,
2024
Orientation 10AM on the 12th

All-American, Grand Supremes,  Photos
Sunday after Crowning.

Worlds Jr. Miss Tourism, Worlds Pre-Teen
Miss Tourism, Worlds Jr. Teen Miss Tourism,

Worlds Teen Miss Tourism, Worlds Miss
Tourism, Worlds Mrs. Tourism, Worlds Ms.

Tourism, Elegant Ms. Tourism Photos
Monday, July 15, 2024,   10 AM Finished by

3PM
Please bring Red Gown

All Delegates are required to stay at the
Host Hotel. No Exceptions. Even if you
live within driving distance. 

Delegates should plan to arrive on the 11th since we start early on the 12th. Those
who have photos after crowning are free to go after your winning photos are
complete. All should be complete by 5PM. 

BNA Nashville International Airport is the Airport you will use if flying in. 

Winners of the Age categories for Worlds Miss Tourism Pageant are required to
stay over as their photo shoot, contract signing and Prize packages are given then
will be Monday 10AM and finished by 3PM. 



Step one: Sign Up by filling in the
online entry form.

Fees- No hidden fees at the pageant.

Appointed State Title fee is $195.99
Due within 24 hours of filling in your online entry form.

Registration fee to compete at Nationals $545.99
Main events listed on the following pages.
Due in full April 1, 2024

Ads for Cover Girl Due May 1, 2024

Grand Supreme Optionals $275.99 Due June 1, 2024
Role Model Entry Optional $150.00 Due June 1, 2024
Mother/Grandmother- Daughter Duo $150.00 
Due June 1, 2024

PROGRAM BOOK: Roster Page: Only one sponsor will be acknowledged with your photo on
the roster pages. You will be able to list your one sponsor via “Contestant Section”. 

Ad Pages: You have the option of purchasing full page ads in the program book for $150.00
each. Ad pages can be  valuable tools to help you recruit sponsors. Sample ads and
specifications are included.

https://www.misstourismpageants.com/apply


AD PAGE SPECIFICATIONS: Page Dimensions: 8.5" x 11" Image Area: 7.5" x 10" "Full Bleed"
Dimensions: 8.75" x 11.25" VERY IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: - "Full Bleed" Ads
are where the background extends to the edge of the page.) 

The background/photo on ads that bleed to the edge of the page, must extend 1/8 of an inch
beyond the actual page dimensions on all sides, so the dimensions of the background/photo
will be 8.75" x 11.25" on ads that are to bleed to the edge of the page. 

All text/content should be within "image area" of 7.5" x 10". Resolution: 300 dpi Please note:
PHOTOS used in your ad must be at a resolution of at least 300 dpi. Digital photos are
preferred but if you are using prints, they must be scanned at 300 dpi at printing size. (Do not
scan and then enlarge photo in page layout.) 

Note: If you are hiring Miss Tourism Pageants to design your ad, please include any original
photos and/or logos that are to be used. Acceptable formats: jpeg (jpg) or pdf The program
book will be published in color.   For additional questions email:
info@misstourismpageants.com.com Special Note: Please do not use MISS TOURISM,
WORLDS MISS TOURISM, ALL-AMERICAN MISS TOURISM, WORLDS MISS TOURISM GRAND
SUPREME, MISS TOURISM USA, OR MISS TOURISM UNIVERSE,  copyrights or logos without
specific approval and clearance from the Miss Tourism Pageant Office.

 INCIDENTAL EXPENSES The pageant is not responsible for incidental expenses incurred by
the delegates such as valet services, room service, laundry, etc. These must be paid for by
each contestant.

Any videography, photography, and live streaming by audience members during the pageant
is strictly prohibited and will those who do not comply will be removed from the pageant. 

Any hotel incidental expenses will be your responsibility. 

You are not permitted to solicit or sell any products or goods during the pageant weekend to
any other contestants, friends, family, or pageant staff. 

The following rules, if broken, constitute grounds for disqualification: • There will be no
consumption of alcoholic beverages or any illicit drugs, regardless of age. 

Photos. Information about our official pageant photographer who covers all of our pageant
and provides excellent pictures of our winners is on Page 17. 

Optional Ad Page. This can be an excellent tool to help you get sponsors. Let companies
know that their donation to you is 100% tax deductible as an advertising expense. And you
can list as many sponsors on your page as you would like to. You may purchase as many
pages as you would like to. 

Show tickets. Tickets are available for guests a gust is anyone that is not the contestant. This
information will be available when registration for nationals is open.





The following rules, if broken, constitute grounds for
disqualification: 

Directors please understand these items so your contestant does not get
disqualified!  

There will be no consumption of alcoholic beverages or any illicit drugs,
regardless of age.

 Coaches, directors, parents, or other visitors will not be allowed backstage or
designated locations for hair and makeup. Only pre-approved artists and
contestants are permitted in the designated locations for hair and makeup. 

Dressing Room/Make-Up room is not a hang out coaches, parents, or other
visitors will not be allowed in. 

 Coaches, directors, parents, or other visitors will not be allowed near the
ballroom, in the ballroom, or in the ballroom hallway and at no time will anyone
except those invited to help are to come to the ballroom. We have a lot to do to
make things awesome for you. Interruptions and socializing slow down this
process. 

If you choose the option to hire a hair and makeup artist, outside of the official
hair and make-up for Miss Tourism Pageants. You are required as a contestant to
pay or have the make-up artist pay a one-time fee of $250. This fee grants you
permission to have one (1) hair stylist and/or one (1) makeup artist, if needed in
the dressing room. If you choose an artist that provides both hair and makeup
services, a one-time fee of $250 is still required. Please note, the one-time fee
does NOT include your artist. You must secure your own artist, but we can
recommend from a list of our sponsors. Upon securing an artist, you will be
responsible for their service fee payable to them. In all, you will be responsible
for: 1) the one-time fee of $250, payable to the pageant 2) the artist service fee
(negotiated separately from the pageant), payable to the artist.

If you choose to use Glitter you will be responsible for additional cleaning
charges incurred. 

Contestants should portray a positive excited demeanor during pageant
weekend. Through crowning.

Contestants and those who accompany the contestant must remain poised and
kind through-out the entire weekend.

Age group winners for Worlds Miss Tourism must stay over for Monday’s
Contract Signing, Awarding of Prizes and  Hair and Makeup for her photo shoot.  



_____ Competition Evening Gown 
_____ Judges Interview Attire 
_____ Competition State
Costume/Patriotic
_____ Competition Photo(s) 
_____ Competition Shoes 
_____ Earrings and accessories 
_____ Make-up mirror (for use in
Dressing Room) 
_____ Sweater or light jacket

 ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES 
_____ Bath powder and/or oil 
_____ Costume jewelry &
accessories 
_____ Cologne /perfume (light airy
fragrance please) 
_____ Curling iron/flat iron 
_____ Extension cord 
_____ Hair dryer
_____ Hair spray/products 
_____ Safety pins and straight pins 

_____ Steamer/Iron 
_____ Incidental Money(Miss
Tourism Gifts) 
_____ Cosmetics 
_____ Pajamas & robe 
_____ Note pad & writing pen 
_____ Deodorant 
_____ Personal medication 
_____ Special soaps and lotions 
_____ Shampoos & conditioner 
_____ Hair accessories/clips 
_____ Shoe Pads (to cushion the
balls of your feet) 
_____ House slippers 
_____ Manicure set/nail polish 
_____ Needle, scissors & thread 
_____ Personal hygiene products 
_____ Shower cap 
_____ Underclothing 
_____ Tissues 
_____ Toothbrush 
_____ Toothpaste 
_____ Mouthwash 
_____ Hairbrush and combs 
_____ Band aids 
_____ Make-up removal
pads/wash cloths

 CHECKLIST 
The following checklist has been prepared as a last reminder of

some of the articles you may need at the Pageant. Add your own
specific needs to the list and be sure to check over everything

before you leave home! 



2024 MISS TOURISM CONTESTANT TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 
(as of 12-27-23/ subject to change) 

THURSDAY, July 11 2024 (No one is permitted in the ballroom)
6:00PM – Early Registration in the entrance hallway to the
ballroom. ALL PHOTOS/ROLE MODEL BOOKS ARE TO BE
TURNED IN AT REGISTRATION.

FRIDAY, July 12, 2024 9:00 A.M. - Contestant Orientation (CLOSED
to public)  
Contestants’ Interviews: (Please get ready and get to the line up
station before your time) 
  9:30  A.M. - JR.MISS AND PRE-TEEN
 10:30 A.M. JR. TEEN AND TEEN
 11:15  A.M. MISS AND MRS. (Staff Lunch no one in the ballroom)
 2:00  P.M. MS. AND ELEGANT MS.

OPTIONALS: 3:30 P.M. Talent all line up, Monologue/Commercial
all line up, Super-Model all Line Up and American Model all Line
Up.

7:30 P.M. Contestants Line Up- Public 8PM for Intro-Awards then
Gala

SATURDAY, July 13, 2024 - 10:00 A.M. Evening Gown 12:00 Noon
State Costume and Patriotic.  5PM Group Photo in Pageant T-shirt,
white slacks, white tennis shoes, may be blinged and
accessorized.

SUNDAY, July 14, 2024 Contestants line up 10:00 AM Public 11 AM
Side Awards, All-American, Worlds Miss Tourism, Grand Supreme.
Immediately following awards. Side Award Winners, All American
and Grand Supremes Photos following awards.  



All-American Pre-Teen Miss Tourism 2024Worlds Pre-Teen Miss Tourism 2024
&

Worlds Jr. Miss Tourism 2024

All-American Jr. Miss Tourism 2024

MTP stands for Miss Tourism Pageants. 
All Those contestants competing for Worlds Miss Tourism titles are required
to participate in the 4 events below. 

 Competition Categories: More Details Page
Interview: All contestant's will proudly wear their sashes, showcasing their
unique identities. No crowns will be used in this competition, allowing
their personalities to shine.
Evening Gown: All Contestants participate in the dazzling spectacle
awaits as contestants grace the stage in stunning floor-length gowns,
exuding elegance and confidence.
Photogenic: For the all contestants, crown and sash must be in the photo:
their crowns and sashes will become an integral part of their captivating
photos, capturing their beauty and grace.
Worlds Miss Tourism Contestants Only: Costume: Unveil the mysteries of
your state through a mesmerizing State Costume presentation, revealing
fascinating aspects that are lesser-known. You Costume should depict
something “NOT” well known about your state/country. 
All-American Miss Tourism Contestants Only: Costume: Unveil the
mysteries of patriotism, Americana through a mesmerizing red, white and
blue Costume presentation, revealing fascinating aspects that are lesser-
known about America. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAXWELL PHOTOGRAPHY



All-American Pre-Teen Miss Tourism 2024Worlds Pre-Teen Miss Tourism 2024
&

Worlds Jr. Miss Tourism 2024

All-American Jr. Miss Tourism 2024

Expectations:
Contestants are encouraged to be well-prepared, reading and comprehending all the details pertaining to their
respective competitions. Knowledge and understanding of their roles will be crucial for a successful performance.
Information is provided through the website and contestants guidebook.

Exclusive Competitions:
There are two prestigious competitions - Worlds Miss Tourism and All-American Miss Tourism. Contestants may
choose one of the two competitions, but not both, within the same pageant year, ensuring fair opportunities for all.

Beyond the Crown:
This pageant celebrates your remarkable journey to the finals, emphasizing community service, meaningful
appearances, and visibility. It's not solely about winning a crown but using your platform to make a positive impact
on the world.  It is important to make your year about your journey and what you do prior to finals. Engage in the
group. https://www.facebook.com/groups/officialmisstourismgroup

Let your inner beauty and strength illuminate the stage as you embark on this extraordinary experience of growth,
empowerment, and camaraderie!

Age Categories:
Jr. Miss 5-8
Pre-Teen 9-12
Jr. Teen 13-15
Teen 16-18
Miss 19-26
Mrs. 21-49

Ms. 21-49
Classic Ms. 50 & Over

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAXWELL PHOTOGRAPHY



Each area of competition counts as 25% of your score.

Evening Gown Competition:
All Compete | 25% of Total Score
Worlds Miss Tourism and All-American Miss Tourism Compete:

In the dazzling Evening Gown segment, each contestant will have the chance to showcase their
unique style and grace, wearing a stunning floor-length gown. Our focus is not on what is
considered "standard" in pageants but on what makes you feel your absolute best and radiates
your individual personality.

We believe that the gown's price tag is irrelevant; what truly matters is how you carry yourself in
it. Our judges will assess how the gown complements your beauty, emphasizing the following
elements:

1. Flattering Color and Fit: Choose a color and size that accentuates your natural beauty and
makes you feel confident. A well-fitted gown that exudes elegance will enhance your overall
presentation.

2. Elegance and Poise: As a Tourism Girl, confidence, poise, and grace are the cornerstones of
your charm. Walk the stage with elegance, exuding your unique style and personality.

3. Embrace Your Style: We encourage you to express your individuality through your gown
choice. Whether embellished or understated, the spotlight will be on your confidence and radiant
presence. Stay elegant and classy

For Jr. Miss and Pre-Teen contestants, makeup rules apply, ensuring age-appropriate
presentation. Little Mascara, Little Blush, Little Gloss, No Flippers, No Hair Pieces, Wigs,
extensions. Jr. Teen and UP anything goes, no restrictions.

Remember, you have one minute on stage to captivate the audience and our judges with your
elegance and grace. Embrace this moment to shine and let your inner beauty radiate brightly!
Practice using your minute. 

Get ready to make a lasting impression and let your authentic self steal the show in the Evening
Gown competition



Each area of competition counts as 25% of your score.

Photogenic Competition:
All Compete | 25% of Total Score
Worlds Miss Tourism and All-American Miss Tourism Compete:

In the captivating Photogenic competition, a Tourism Girl must be camera-ready at all
times, prepared to capture that perfect shot. As an esteemed Tourism Girl, you'll find
yourself frequently featured in magazines, news press, catalogs, and various media as
a model and ambassador.

Here's how the Photogenic competition works:
Photo Submission: During registration, you will submit your photo, which should be
no smaller than 8.5 x 10 and no larger than 8.5 x 11. This ensures uniformity and
optimal presentation.

1.

Showcase Your Title: On the back of the photo protector, please include your full
name (First and Last), the age group you're competing in, your prestigious title (as
displayed on your sash), and the competition category (Photogenic).

2.

Visibility of Crown and Sash: For WMT Contestants, it's essential to ensure that your
crown and sash are visible in the photo. They serve as symbols of our brand and
your accomplishments and dedication.

3.

Please note:
The photo submission is mandatory during registration. To be considered for the
Photogenic competition, you must bring your photo when you register; submissions
after registration will not be accepted.
Being naturally photogenic is a valuable asset in this competition, but remember that
it's not solely about physical appearance. Let your inner radiance and charisma
shine through the lens.

Prepare to dazzle the judges with your captivating photograph, reflecting the essence of
a Tourism Girl who's ready to make a significant impact on and off the stage!



Each area of competition counts as 25% of your score.

Interview Competition:
All Compete | 25% of Total Score
Worlds Miss Tourism and All-American Miss Tourism Compete:

1. Interview (25%): In this pivotal competition, all contestants will have the opportunity to
engage in a one-on-one interview with each judge. Being a Tourism Girl calls for being
media-ready, showcasing both articulate and likable qualities while speaking confidently
and conversationally. Preparedness, poise, class, and confidence will be the key to
acing these interviews. This is your chance to shine during the Round Robin, where
you'll have individual conversations with each judge. Dress in an outfit that you choose
that makes you feel beautiful, embellishments allowed. Whether dress, pantsuit or skirt
set choose something that suits your style.

2. Glamorous Interview Attire: As a glamorous event, contestants have the opportunity
to showcase their personal style through embellished outfits. Age-appropriate choices
such as dresses, suits, or pantsuits are welcome. For the interview segment, remember
to proudly wear your sash, as no crowns will be used during this phase.

3. Scoring Considerations: To ensure fair and unbiased evaluation, it's essential to avoid
body odor or overwhelming fragrances that may influence the scoring process.
Emphasizing personal presentation and poise will enhance your overall performance.

Get ready to embrace these exciting challenges and display your best qualities, as you
embark on this remarkable journey to become a Tourism Girl! Your confidence, grace,
and ability to engage with the judges will set you apart as you aim for the crown!



Each area of competition counts as 25% of your score.

Costume Competition:
All Compete | 25% of Total Score
Worlds Miss Tourism ONLY Compete:

Prepare to be WOWed in the highly anticipated State Costume competition! This event is all about going BIG and bold –
it's time to leave plain clothes behind and embrace the essence of a true costume that will captivate the audience.
Contestant must be able to maneuver on and off stage in her costume alone. Points deducted if other have to assist.

AI- Although AI is a great tool if your speech does not sound like you, authentically you, the judges will mark off. They will
determine this from the interview, they will consider many factors. Use it as a tool but make sure it is performed like you
would normally sound. 

Unleash Your Creativity:
Think outside the box and unleash your creativity! This is not the time for ordinary outfits; it's about designing an
extraordinary costume that showcases your state's unique heritage or a lesser-known aspect. If you choose to depict a
person, let it be someone remarkable – consider costumes that represent what they invented or their significant
contributions. Your imagination is the only limit, so go BIG and FABULOUS!

No Ordinary Outfits:
Avoid ordinary outfits like cover-alls for a farmer costume. Instead, show the crops they farm and the essence of their work
in a dazzling and eye-catching manner. Remember, this is a COSTUME event – think shiny, bold, and utterly captivating!

Own the Stage:
During the competition, you'll have a golden 30-45 seconds to present your speech for your costume on stage. Memorize
your speech – you may not read your speech so, no electronic devices or index cards allowed. Make sure to captivate the
audience with the story behind your costume and its unique connection to your state. We're looking for that special
something unknown about your state that ties your whole presentation together. Contestant alone must be able to
maneuver in her costume without assistance. 

Dare to Stand Out:
Let your State Costume be a showstopper, a work of art that represents your state's distinctiveness in a way that leaves
everyone in awe. Your creativity and passion will shine through, making this a truly unforgettable segment of the
competition!
Dare to dream big, dare to dazzle, and embrace the spirit of adventure as you prepare to bring your state's best-kept
secrets to life in the State Costume competition!



Each area of competition counts as 25% of your score.

Americana Patriotic Competition:
All Compete | 25% of Total Score
All-American Miss Tourism ONLY Compete:

Prepare to be WOWed in the highly anticipated red, white, and blue, Patriotic Costume competition! You will wear a
patriotic costume but your speech wil be about something un-known about America. You must incorporate a red white and
blue theme in your costume but may also incorporate something to do with your unknow fact. This event is all about going
BIG and bold – it's time to leave plain clothes behind and embrace the essence of a true costume that will captivate the
audience. Contestants must be able to maneuver on and off the stage in costume without assistance. Points deducted if
assistance with costume.

Unleash Your Creativity:
Think outside the box and unleash your creativity! This is not the time for ordinary outfits; it's about designing an
extraordinary costume that showcases your state's unique heritage or a lesser-known aspect. If you choose to depict a
person, let it be someone remarkable – consider costumes that represent what they invented or their significant
contributions. Your imagination is the only limit, so go BIG and FABULOUS!

No Ordinary Outfits:
Avoid ordinary outfits like cover-alls for a farmer costume. Instead, show the crops they farm and the essence of their work
in a dazzling and eye-catching manner. Remember, this is a COSTUME event – think shiny, bold, and utterly captivating!

Own the Stage:
During the competition, you'll have a golden 30-45 seconds to present a speech for your patriotic costume on stage.
Memorize your speech – no electronic devices or index cards allowed. Make sure to captivate the audience with the story
behind your costume and its unique connection to your state. We're looking for that special something unknown about your
state that ties your whole presentation together.

Dare to Stand Out:
Let your Patriotic Costume be a showstopper, a work of art that represents your state's distinctiveness in a way that leaves
everyone in awe. Your creativity and passion will shine through, making this a truly unforgettable segment of the
competition!
Dare to dream big, dare to dazzle, and embrace the spirit of adventure as you prepare to bring your state's best-kept
secrets to life in the Patriotic Costume competition!

AI- Although AI is a great tool if your speech does not sound like you authentically you the judges will mark off. They will
determine this from the interview, they will consider many factors. Use it as a tool but make sure it is performed like you
would normally sound. 



Optional Competition Events: Miss Tourism Grand Supreme
Age Categories for Optional Events: All contestants may compete for Grand
Supreme, both Worlds and All-American Miss Tourism contestants compete
together for these amazing titles. 

Princess 5-12
Queen 13-18
Royal 19 & Up
Plus 1 Ultimate Grand Supreme with the highest scores

Event Selection and Scoring: To compete for the prestigious title of Grand Supreme, contestants are required to
participate in a minimum of 4 events of their choice. You have the freedom to choose from the 6 optional events
available. Should you decide to showcase your versatility and take part in all 6 events, we will consider your 4
highest scoring events to determine your overall placement in the Grand Supreme category.

Achieving Excellence: The Grand Supreme title represents the ultimate achievement, celebrating contestants
who excel across multiple events, displaying their unique talents and abilities. It's a testament to your
exceptional skills and dedication to the pageant experience.
Reaching New Heights: While it's rare, we embrace the possibility that you can achieve greatness by winning
both your age division main title and the coveted Grand Supreme title. Let your outstanding performances propel
you to new heights and leave a lasting legacy as a true Tourism Ambassador!

Get ready to embrace the challenge and shine brightly in your chosen events. The journey to Grand Supreme is
a rewarding and unforgettable experience, celebrating your individuality and commitment to becoming the best
version of yourself!

OPTIONAL COMPETITIONS
Miss Tourism Hollywood
Miss Tourism Super-Model
Miss Tourism Broadway
Miss Tourism American Model
Miss Tourism Cover-Photo-Model
Miss Tourism Media-Photo-Model

Talent: Miss Tourism Hollywood:
You have a 2-minute time limit for your talent performance.
Please submit your music in MP4 format to firsrowproductions@hotmail.com with the subject line "Talent Music."
Include your age category, title, and contestant's name.
Ensure you have a backup CD or MP4 that you can easily provide at the pageant, just in case of technical issues.
Vocalists should perform without vocals on the music track to showcase their clear and beautiful voices.
Performers may use props, but they must be manageable by the contestant alone, and no assistance is allowed during
the act.

Super-Model: Miss Tourism Super-Model:
Your Super-Model runway presentation should not exceed 1 minute.
We will provide upbeat music for your performance.
Showcase your inner Super-Model as if you were walking the iconic runways of NY, Milan, or Paris. Headpieces are
allowed.
Wow the judges with a runway-worthy outfit, and remember, Super-Models do not smile during their runway walks.



Actress: Miss Tourism Broadway:
You have a 1-minute time limit for your acting performance.
No music will accompany this competition; it is a speaking and acting event.
Perform a monologue or commercial that keeps it family-friendly and appropriate.
Concentrate on entertaining the audience and showcasing your acting abilities.
Props are allowed but must be manageable by the contestant alone, without assistance.

American Runway Model: Miss Tourism American Model:
Your American Model runway presentation should not exceed 1 minute.
We will provide upbeat music for your runway walk.
Select an off-the-rack item from a store, style it to your liking, and impress us with your runway modeling skills.
Accessories are allowed, and remember, American Models smile and have fun on the runway.

On the Cover: Miss Tourism Cover-Model:
Contestants should submit an 8.5 x 11 photo suitable for a fashion/style magazine cover.
Retouching of the photo is allowed, but no words should be directly placed on the photo.
Showcase your most captivating and stunning image for this magazine-worthy competition.

Media Model: Miss Tourism Media-Model:
Contestants will submit a photo that looks like an ad in a magazine, promoting jewelry, clothing, cola, or any similar
product.
Photos should be placed in separate photo protectors with labels for "On the Cover" and "Media Model."
On the back of the photo protector, print your name, full title (as displayed on the sash), age, and category for
Optionals (Princess 5-12, Teen 13-18, Queen 19 and Up).
Bring your photos to registration; no submissions will be accepted after registration.

Talent Tips: These are tips and suggestions not requirements:
Upbeat usually works best. You are a performer and entertainer blow us away!  Only those with highly evolved skills and
the most technical training should attempt a non upbeat performance. 

Hair, make-up and costume should all be together as one. 

The flashier the better. Entertain us. Leave us wanting more!!!



Other Optional Competition Events: These events are not included in your Grand Supreme. 
They do however, mean a World title for those lucky enough to capture these crowns.

Age Categories for Other Optional Events:
Jr. Miss 5-12
Teen 13-18
Miss 19 & Up
Plus 1 Ultimate Grand Supreme with the highest scores

Other OPTIONAL COMPETITIONS
Miss Tourism Peoples Choice (No Additional Charge)
Miss Tourism Cover Girl (No Additional Charge)
Miss Tourism Queen of Queens (No Additional Charge)
Miss Tourism Role Model ($150.00) 
Miss Tourism Duo- Mother Daughter | Grandma Granddaughter | Guardian Daughter ($150)

People's Choice: Miss Tourism People's Choice:
 We will post your voting page and they will be available for votes on December 23, 2023. 
2024 Peoples Choice Voting Schedule:
      December to January 7, 2024 Double the Vote

            February 1 to February 7, 2024 Normal Voting
            March 1, to March 14, 2024 Normal Voting
            May 1, to May 7, 2024 Normal Voting
            June 1, to June 7, 2024 Normal Voting

Each vote is $2.00 and goes toward custom made prizes. 
All Contestants are automatically placed on the Peoples Choice page
There are 4 winners (if there are 4 who participate) 
The most votes over-all is the Ultimate People's Choice.
World Title, World Custom yellow dangle diamond like stone Crown, World Custom Sash
Ultimate gets World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash, logo merch

Cover Girl: Miss Tourism Cover Girl:
 Cover Girl is the contestant who in the age categories above sell the most ad spaces or spotlight pages.
Winners are based on most dollar amount sold.

            Each Full Page ad is $150.00 
            Each half page ad is $100.00 (2 Half page equals 1 full page)
            Each 1/4 Page/Business card is $75.00 (8 Business card size equals a full page)

This goes toward printing of the program and additional prizes.
World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash
Ultimate gets World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash, logo merch

Special Cover Girl Category for: Reigning Queens | Elites | Legacy | Royal Legacy - Cover-Star: 
Excel in your salesmanship and claim the crown by selling the most ad space, full-page and equivalent,
for the Program in the Reigning Queens, Elites, Legacy and Royal Legacy categories. Cover-Star
This Optional Event provides an incredible opportunity for contestants to showcase their diverse talents,
community involvement, and marketing prowess. The crowning moments at the Queens Ball will be
unforgettable, honoring these exceptional achievements in the journey to the World Crown. Embrace the
excitement and seize the chance to shine in these extraordinary competitions!
World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash
Ultimate gets World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash, logo merch

All Those Working towards Cover-Girl:
Your friends, family and businesses are able to purchase ad space.
For you to get this you have to let us know you are working towards Cover-Girl or Cover-Stars.
All Contestants are responsible for send in those ads to us as they come in. PDF, PNG or JPG. 300DPI.
We can create your ads for you at $10.00 each. 
Reigning Queens, Elites, Legacy and Royal Legacy may do ad sales. You will have your own category.

Queen of Queens: Miss Tourism Queen of Queens:
Queen of Queens is the Queen in her age group above who referred the most new contestants and
those contestants came to finals.
Your referrals must write your name in the referral box on her entry form.
World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash

Ultimate gets World Title, World Custom Crown, World Custom Sash, logo merch 



Official 2024 Photographer
Please contact Directly to book. https://www.facebook.com/mp.tunk



Official Hair and Make-Up Team
Please contact them Directly to book.


